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Here at Order Stone we have a collection of some of the very best paving stones available
anywhere online. All of the stone paving that we stock is sourced exclusively from the major
quarrying regions of India. Through this process we consistently find exceptional examples of
paving stones colours and finishes.

The Northern state of Rajasthan is probably the most renowned Indian region for natural stone and
limestone paving production. With a diverse selection of bespoke paving colours and finishes we
source all of our paving stones from here. The diverse examples of paving stones finishes and
colours that weâ€™re able to supply are sure to look decorate any environment perfectly.

The diverse nature of our paving stones colours and finishes is adequately demonstrated by our
standard sandstone paving. These paving stones are natural stones with a contemporary twist.
Ideal for application in any living environment or decor in the home, the sublime finish of these
paving stones will surely make your neighbours green with envy.

The Raj green paving stones offer timeless outstanding durability and a timeless appearance. Their
origins lie within the depths of Rajasthan. The stones themselves share the same open cast mine as
the prized Autumn Brown stone. Sharing the same attributes as the York Stone they have a shared
palette range and texture and smooth finish. The paving stones are hand split and as the name
suggests the palette range consist of shades of green enriched with glossy autumn blends which
provides a timeless look.

Thee Raj paving stones can be easily incorporated into any garden design to provide a timeless
appeal and with a price of two hundred and ninety two pounds and eighty eight pence, including
delivery and VAT these stones are as affordable as they are aesthetically appealing.

For more information on the range of paving stones that Order Stone can offer you, or indeed any of
the other products that we can offer, then simply come and visit us online at: www.orderstone.co.uk.
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